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Abstract The response of the Atlantic Meridional

Overturning Circulation (AMOC) to an increase in atmo-

spheric CO2 concentration is analyzed using the IPSL-CM4

coupled ocean–atmosphere model. Two simulations are

integrated for 70 years with 1%/year increase in CO2

concentration until 2·CO2, and are then stabilized for

further 430 years. The first simulation takes land-ice

melting into account, via a simple parameterization, which

results in a strong freshwater input of about 0.13 Sv at high

latitudes in a warmer climate. During this scenario, the

AMOC shuts down. A second simulation does not include

this land-ice melting and herein, the AMOC recovers after

200 years. This behavior shows that this model is close to

an AMOC shutdown threshold under global warming

conditions, due to continuous input of land-ice melting.

The analysis of the origin of density changes in the

Northern Hemisphere convection sites allows an identifi-

cation as to the origin of the changes in the AMOC. The

processes that decrease the AMOC are the reduction of

surface cooling due to the reduction in the air–sea tem-

perature gradient as the atmosphere warms and the local

freshening of convection sites that results from the increase

in local freshwater forcing. Two processes also control the

recovery of the AMOC: the northward advection of posi-

tive salinity anomalies from the tropics and the decrease in

sea-ice transport through the Fram Strait toward the con-

vection sites. The quantification of the AMOC related

feedbacks shows that the salinity related processes con-

tribute to a strong positive feedback, while feedback re-

lated to temperature processes is negative but remains

small as there is a compensation between heat transport and

surface heat flux in ocean–atmosphere coupled model. We

conclude that in our model, AMOC feedbacks amplify

land-ice melting perturbation by 2.5.

1 Introduction

The response of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Cir-

culation (AMOC) to global warming (due to the increase of

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere) is a matter of uncer-

tainty for state-of-the-art coupled models. Gregory et al.

(2005) used the results of 11 coupled models to show that

after a quadrupling of CO2, the AMOC decreases by be-

tween 10 and 50%. In all models, most of the weakening in

AMOC is caused by changes in surface heat fluxes.

Freshwater forcing changes can have either positive and

negative influence on AMOC and remain thus a major

source of uncertainty for future AMOC changes. These

results suggest that changes in freshwater fluxes under

global warming conditions can have a compensating effect

to changes in surface heat fluxes for the AMOC.

Addressing the specific role of salinity changes on the

AMOC is therefore of paramount interest in order to reduce

the uncertainty in AMOC projections for future centuries.
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The AMOC response in future warming scenarios ap-

pears to be very complex and linked to several processes

that affects the sites of convection. For example Latif et al.

(2000) propose that the increase in tropical evaporation,

associated with the increase in Atlantic-Pacific moisture

transfer, stabilizes the AMOC. Wood et al. (1999) suggest

that convection sites in the Labrador Sea and the Nordic

Seas respond differently to global warming. In their simu-

lations using HadCM3, the Labrador Sea convection col-

lapses, whereas convection in the Nordic Seas is preserved,

or even reinforced. In agreement, Hu et al. (2004) suggest

that the Labrador Sea is very sensitive to local freshwater

forcing, such that the increase in precipitation and runoff at

high latitudes causes a shutdown in convection for this re-

gion. In the Nordic Seas, they note that the reduction in sea-

ice cover tends to reduce the local freshwater forcing, due to

reduced sea-ice melting. This effect counteracts the in-

crease in precipitation and runoff in the North Atlantic and

contributes to an increase in salinity at the sites of con-

vection, thus maintaining convection. The balance of

opposing freshwater forcings at the convection sites is

therefore a key element and all the sources and sinks of

freshwater should be adequately represented in models.

These include: direct ocean–atmosphere evaporation minus

precipitation, river and coastal runoff, sea-ice melting and

brine rejection, and land-ice melting. A careful closure of

the freshwater budget is of key importance in producing a

reliable simulation of the AMOC changes. This is seldom

the case in coupled Coupled Global Circulation Model

(CGCM) and none of the models participating in the last

IPCC (Cubasch et al. 2001) accounted for the land-ice

melting. For current IPCC, only few models take land-ice

melting into account. Impact of this melting on the AMOC

is a matter of debate since studies by Fichefet et al. (2003)

and Swingedouw et al. (2006) find a substantial effect of

Greenland melting in transient scenario of a century, while

studies of Ridley et al. (2005) and Jungclaus et al. (2006)

find a negligible impact of this melting.

Another topic of considerable debate concerns the

recovery of the AMOC after a shutdown or strong reduc-

tion. The possibility of multiple stable equilibriums of the

AMOC as first described by Stommel (1961) has been

confirmed from results of the Earth system Model of

Intermediate Complexity (EMIC, Rahmstorf et al. 2005).

Unfortunately, computational cost still prohibits the

exploration of this concept with CGCMs. However, Vel-

linga et al. (2002) pointed out a stabilizing process in

CGCMs that was related to gyre salinity transport (not well

represented in many EMICs) and tended to assist the

AMOC recovery. Stouffer et al. (2006) using a multi-

model ensemble confirmed that many coupled models tend

to recover after an AMOC shutdown due to a 1 Sv

(1 Sv = 106 m3/s) freshwater input to the sites of convec-

tion during a century. In future climate scenarios, an

AMOC recovery has been observed by Stouffer and

Manabe (1999) and Voss and Mikolajewicz (2001), under

different atmospheric CO2 stabilization. However the

mechanisms of such recoveries are not fully understood.

Moreover, the impact of land-ice melting was not ac-

counted for, in these earlier studies, and its effect on multi-

century time scale still needs to be evaluated in CGCMs.

Swingedouw et al. (2006) tackled the effects of land-ice

melting in transient scenarios where the CO2 concentration

increased by 1%/year up to 4·CO2. Using the IPSL-CM4

coupled ocean–atmosphere model, they compared two

different scenarios, with and without melting from glaciers.

They showed that glacial melting could accelerate the rate

of AMOC weakening over 140 years. Here we evaluate the

impact of land-ice melting on the recovery mechanisms

over longer time scales and less extreme scenarios. To that

end, new simulations were integrated for 500 years, with

430 years of stabilized CO2 concentration at 2·CO2. This

study was designed to analyze how land-ice melting could

impact the response of the AMOC and its recovery under a

global warming scenario over several centuries. We are

interested in evaluating how interactive land-ice melting

affects AMOC recovery when CO2 is stabilized. We de-

velop a methodology based on an analysis of the density

changes at the convection sites that allows the quantifica-

tion of the processes that might be significant. Then, we

evaluate the weight of each forcing and feedback on the

AMOC response. We first present the set-up of the

numerical experiments, and the general response of the

model in scenario simulations (Sect. 2). Then the response

of the AMOC during the two scenarios is analyzed

(Sect. 3). Finally the forcings (Sect. 4) and feedbacks

(Sect. 5) at the origin of the AMOC responses are detailed.

2 Experiments

2.1 Model description

The model used in this study is version 4 of the ‘‘Institut

Pierre Simon Laplace’’ (IPSL-CM4) global atmosphere–

ocean–sea-ice coupled model (Marti et al. 2005). It couples

the atmosphere general circulation model LMDz to the

ocean general circulation model ORCA/OPA. The LIM

sea-ice model, which computes ice thermodynamics and

dynamics, is also included in the ocean model and coupled

to the atmosphere. Finally, the atmospheric model is cou-

pled to the ORCHIDEE land-surface scheme.

The model grid has a horizontal resolution of 96 points

in longitude and 71 points in latitude (3.7� · 2.5�) for the

atmosphere and 182 points in longitude and 149 points in

latitude for the ocean, corresponding to a resolution of
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about 2�, with higher latitudinal resolution of 0.5� in the

equatorial ocean. There are 19 vertical levels in the

atmosphere and 31 levels in the ocean with the highest

resolution (10 m) in the upper 150 m. The ocean and

atmosphere exchange surface temperature, sea-ice cover,

momentum, heat and freshwater fluxes once a day, using

the OASIS coupler. River runoff and ice stream schemes

close the water budget between the land and the ocean. No

flux adjustments are applied and the coupling scheme en-

sures both global and local conservation of heat and

freshwater fluxes at model interfaces.

A simple parameterization of glacier melting is included

in the model (Swingedouw et al. 2006) to represent ice-

sheet and mountain glaciers melting in response to climate

warming. While it is based on the thermodynamic laws, it

does not incorporate any dynamical mechanism. The land-

ice areas are therefore fixed to the present day observed

distribution. Ice is allowed to melt when the grid-box is

snow free. Whenever the surface temperature is simulated

to be above 0�C, the surface temperature is set to 0�C and

the excess heat is used to melt the land-ice. This melting

does not change the volume of ice, but only exists as an

archived heat flux term. The freshwater is not directly

distributed along the ice sheet, but is routed to the ocean

uniformly over a wider region. Earth is divided into three

latitude bands with limits at 90�S/50�S/40�N/90�N. For the

northern band, the calving is sent to the Atlantic and the

Nordic Seas, but not to the Pacific and the Arctic.

2.2 Numerical experiments and simulated warming

Each experiment is composed of a 500 years long control

simulation (CTRL) under pre-industrial conditions

(280 ppm of atmospheric CO2 concentration, IPCC

‘‘pictrl’’ AR4). Two idealized scenario experiments were

performed where the atmospheric CO2 is increased by 1%/

year up to 2·CO2 (560 ppm reached after 70 years) and

held constant for the remaining 430 years, following the

CMIP2 protocol (Meehl et al. 2000). In the first scenario

(WIS2), the melting from ice-sheets is included, while in

the second (NIS2), it is not taken into account. Further to

the analysis of Swingedouw et al. (2006) centered on the

transient response up to 4·CO2, we focus here on the

AMOC response for a stabilized CO2 (at 2·CO2) on multi-

century time scales.

After 500 years, the surface temperature at 2 m warms

by 3.11 and 3.42 K globally in WIS2 and NIS2, respec-

tively (in the high range of IPCC model warming, Forster

and Taylor 2006). The atmospheric surface warming in

WIS2 occurs mostly over the continent and the sea-ice

(Fig. 1a) which is consistent with results reported in last

and current IPCC (Cubasch et al. 2001). The climatic im-

pact of land-ice melting can be isolated via the difference

between WIS2 and NIS2 experiments (Fig. 1b, c). While

we observe a relative cooling around 55�N–20�W between

WIS2 and NIS2, we note an important cooling of more than

8 K in the Barents Sea. This is due to the changes in

AMOC–sea-ice interactions (Swingedouw et al. 2006). We

note that, in this study, cooling due to the AMOC weak-

ening is of less importance than the warming due to

greenhouse gases (in agreement with other models, Greg-

ory et al. 2005). AMOC weakening appears to act as a

damper on the warming in terms of mean temperature.

3 AMOC changes under global warming conditions

3.1 AMOC response

The AMOC index in CTRL is 10.6 Sv (Fig. 2a), which is

weaker than observation-based estimates that evaluate the

production of North Atlantic Deep Water to be 15 ± 2 Sv

(Ganachaud and Wunsch 2000). This weakness is related to

the absence of convection in the Labrador Sea, associated

to a freshwater forcing bias (Swingedouw et al. 2007). In

WIS2, the AMOC weakens to around 3.3 Sv after

500 years. In NIS2, the AMOC index decreases over the

first 100 years to about 8 Sv and then recovers to the

CTRL value at around year 200. These differences in

AMOC are associated with changes in the regions of deep

water formation. Figure 3 shows the annual maximum of

the mixed layer depth, which is a proxy of the ocean

convection in these regions. Compared to CTRL, convec-

tion is reduced over the whole North Atlantic in WIS2,

while in NIS2 it is reinforced in the Nordic Seas, in

agreement with the studies of Wood et al. (1999) and Hu

et al. (2003), and weakened in the Irminger Sea.

The difference in the response of the AMOC is related to

differences in the freshwater forcing (mainly the melting of

Greenland ice-sheet). The warming over Greenland reaches

3.8 K in WIS2 and contributes to melting of ice-sheet.

Meltwater is not allowed to impact the ocean in the NIS2

case. There is thus a difference of 0.13 Sv in freshwater

forcing uniformly distributed in the Atlantic (north of

40�N) and Nordic Seas (south of 80�N) between the two

scenarios after 200 years. The melting elsewhere is lower

than 0.02 Sv after 500 years so that we make the

assumption that its effect is negligible compared to the

Greenland melting. After 500 years, the integrated melt-

water flux in the north is equivalent to the melting of more

than half of the Greenland ice-sheet. This is an extreme

scenario, not supported by the results of a three dimension

dynamical ice-sheet model forced by global warming

conditions (Parizek and Alley 2004). That said, such a

forcing could have been observed during the last intergla-

cial period (Overpeck et al. 2006). The extreme melting
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simulated in WIS2 is partly due to the crude parameteri-

zation of the ice-sheet melting with a fixed ice-sheet

extension (Swingedouw et al. 2006) and that does not

consider refreezing processes nor the change in ice-sheet

geometry. Nevertheless, since there are large uncertainties

associated with ice-sheet melting, our scenarios highlight

an important feature of the ice-sheet and ocean interaction

by spanning the range of possible impacts. In one case

(NIS2) the AMOC recovers and in the other (WIS2), the

AMOC greatly weakens.

3.2 AMOC and stratification in the convection sites

The strength of the AMOC can be assessed by using sev-

eral oceanic characteristics (Vellinga et al. 2004). Fol-

lowing the assumptions of Hughes and Weaver (1994),

Thorpe et al. (2001) have shown that the AMOC is highly

correlated with the steric height gradient between 35�S and

60�N in the HadCM3 ocean–atmosphere model. This is in

agreement with the Stommel box model (Stommel 1961),

where AMOC strength was related to a north–south density

gradient. However, as noted by Straub (1996), the param-

eterization of the transport in the Stommel box model is

inconsistent with the Stommel-Arons model (1960) where

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1 Difference in air temperature at 2 m averaged over the last

30 years of the experiments, a WIS2-CTRL, b NIS2-CTRL, c WIS2-

NIS2. The contour interval is 1 K

Fig. 2 Evolution for the three experiments of the AMOC index,

defined as the maximum of the vertical streamfunction between 500

and 5,000 m in the Atlantic

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3 Annual maximum mixed layer depth (in m) averaged over the

last 30 years of simulation for a CTRL, b WIS2 and c NIS2
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the AMOC transport is calculated, given a rate of deep

water formation. This suggests that considering the chan-

ges in the rate of deep water formation is a good indicator

of changes in the AMOC. As convection produces large

amounts of deep water through mixing and cooling, the

amount of deep water formation is related to the intensity

of convection in the Nordic Seas. For instance, if a halo-

cline develops at the surface, cooling by the atmosphere is

limited to the upper part of the ocean water column, which

restricts deep water formation. In a transient phase (less

than a millennial time scale), a density anomaly in the

convection sites is strongly correlated with depth averaged

density (Delworth et al. 1993), and is therefore a good

proxy for the AMOC amplitude as verified for IPSL-CM4

by Swingedouw et al. (2007).

To further demonstrate this relationship, we define in the

model a region covering all convection sites (Fig. 4a) and

we represent in Fig. 4b the difference in AMOC index as a

function of the difference in potential density averaged at

the convection sites region over the whole depth between

the scenarios and CTRL for the 500 years of simulation.

The correlation between density anomaly in the convection

sites (D q, kg/m3) and AMOC index changes (DAMOC,

Sv) is 0.98. We therefore deduce the following relation:

DAMOC � cDq ð1Þ

where c = 23 Sv�kg–1�m3 . Other regions at different lati-

tudes have been considered in order to verify that the high

correlation is not due to transient response effects. No other

regions exhibits as good a correlation with the AMOC

index (not shown). In the following, we use this correlation

between density in the convection sites and AMOC index

to examine which changes in density forcing and which

mechanisms have perturbed the AMOC in the WIS2 and

NIS2 experiments.

3.3 Thermal versus haline forcing

Temperature and salinity both contribute to any change in

density. In order to distinguish their respective contribu-

tions, we linearize the density equation. Thus we express

changes in AMOC as a function of thermal and haline

changes via the following equation:

DAMOC � cðbDSþ aDTÞ ð2Þ

where DS and DT represents the salinity and the tempera-

ture anomalies in the convection sites when compared to

CTRL. a and b are the thermal and haline expansion,

respectively. They are function of T and S and are calcu-

lated for each grid box. By averaging over depth at the

convection sites region, we obtain a thermal and haline

contribution. The time evolution of these thermal and ha-

line contributions are shown in Fig. 5 for both scenarios.

In NIS2, where land-ice melting is not modeled, density

decreases for the first 100 years (Fig. 5a), and then in-

creases for the rest of the simulation. The haline contri-

bution to density change is positive and increases with time

to reach 0.39 kg/m3 after 500 years. The thermal contri-

bution decreases during the entire simulation, reaching

–0.36 kg/m3 after 500 years. After 100 years, the balance

of these two opposing effects is dominated by the positive

haline density anomaly, which is therefore the origin of the

AMOC recovery in NIS2. In WIS2, where the land-ice

melting is taken into account, the density anomaly de-

creases and is negative for the whole simulation. Both

thermal and haline contributions have a negative impact

reaching –0.16 kg/m3 for both components after 500 years,

and cause a weakening in the AMOC.

These two simulations show that ocean temperature

warming tends to weaken the AMOC, while the salinity

influence can be either positive (NIS2) or negative (WIS2)

a)

b)

Fig. 4 a Region (in black) used to average the different terms in the

convection sites. b Correlation between the anomalies of WIS2

(circle) and NIS (cross) minus CTRL, for the AMOC and the

averaged density in the convection sites. A 17 years smoothing,

which corresponds to the period of the maximum of the variability

frequency, is applied. The correlation is 0.98
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and is thus a driver of either AMOC recovery or weaken-

ing. In order to assess which forcings are at the origin of

these different thermal and haline contributions, we further

decompose the density balance in regions of convection.

4 Forcings and mechanisms affecting the AMOC

4.1 Change in density balance in the convection sites

The thermal and haline contribution to density either result

from changes in local surface fluxes or from changes in

oceanic transport. Thus we expand the density change over

the whole depth of the ocean in terms of meridional

transport change (D qtransport) and surface flux change (D
qflux), related to salinity (D qS) and temperature (D qT). The

other terms (D qOT, diffusion, zonal transport change) are

brought together. This results in the following:

Dq ¼ DqS
transport þ DqS

flux þ DqS
OT

þ DqT
transport þ DqT

flux þ DqT
OT

ð3Þ

The different terms are computed using the equation of

the tracer conservation in the model, integrated in depth

over the convection sites box (Fig. 4.a). This equation, for

a tracer Q (salinity or the temperature), is:

ZZZ
X

@H
@t

dv

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Tracer evolution

¼ �
ZZ

dXl

Vh

!
H dr
!

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Horizontal advection

þ
ZZ

dXl

m
!
: r
!

Hdr

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Diffusion

þ
ZZ

z¼g
ðe� wsÞHdr

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Surface flux

ð4Þ

where W is the convection sites region, dWl is the lateral

boundaries, and g is the free surface. Vh

!
is the horizontal

speed, m
!

is the diffusion tensor, ws is the vertical velocity at

the surface, and eH ¼ Qnet

q0Cp
for temperature, where Qnet is

the net surface heat flux and q0Cp is the heat flux capacity,

and e = E-P-R for salinity, where E is the evaporation, P

the precipitation and R the runoff.

In Fig. 6 we present the integration over 500 years of

these different terms for the two experiments (minus

CTRL). All terms are multiplied by a and b and then

averaged on the convection sites box in order to be ex-

pressed in density units (kg/m3) for a quantitative com-

parison of their contributions to density. A positive

(negative) value corresponds to an increase (decrease) in

density, and thus of AMOC. The different terms in both

scenarios have the same sign, but their sum is of opposite

sign (Fig. 6). Surface salinity forcing and heat transport

tend to increase the density whereas surface temperature

forcing and salinity transport reduce it.

In NIS2, the surface salinity forcing is the dominant

positive term and is larger than the most dominant negative

a)

b)

Fig. 5 Density anomaly averaged over the convection sites (contin-
uous line), with its thermal contribution (semi-dotted line), and its

haline contribution (dotted line). a NIS2-CTRL, b WIS2-CTRL
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Fig. 6 Magnitude of the different terms contributing to the density

changes in the convection sites region, integrated on the 500 years of

the experiments and expressed in kg/m3. Black bars stands for the

difference WIS2-CTRL, and light grey bars for NIS2-CTRL
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term, which is the surface heat flux change D qflux
T . In

WIS2, all terms have a larger magnitude than in NIS2. The

negative effect of surface temperature forcing and salinity

transport dominate the positive surface salinity forcing and

heat transport, resulting in a reduction in density.

4.2 Changes in surface forcing

In both experiments the thermal surface forcing reduces

surface density at the convection sites, which means that

the heat flux changes tend to warm the ocean. The different

components of the thermal surface forcing are plotted in

Fig. 7a. In both scenarios, they have the same sign except

for the latent heat flux anomaly. The short wave term is

negative, which means that more solar flux penetrates the

ocean, resulting in a warming, due to the reduction of sea-

ice cover in summer. The long wave term is positive, and

reflects the fact that a warmer ocean emits more long wave

radiation, which tends to cool it. This term is however less

important than the short wave negative term. The sensible

heat flux term is negative which means that it tends to

warm the surface in both simulation. The latent heat flux

term is positive in NIS2 and negative in WIS2 and has thus

a different contribution to the net heat flux. These last two

terms depend on the wind stress, the stability of the

boundary layer, the temperature gradient between the

ocean and the atmosphere, and the relative humidity for the

latent heat flux, so that an explanation of the changes is not

straightforward.

In both experiments, the change in surface freshwater

forcing (D qflux
S ) is positive (Fig. 6) and assists AMOC

recovery. In Fig. 7.b, the balance in surface freshwater

forcing in density is decomposed into evaporation (E),

precipitation (-P), runoff (-R), sea-ice freshwater flux and

changes in free surface flux (–wS) integrated in time across

the convection sites. The last term (–wS) is affected by the

mass input of E-P-R, but not by sea-ice, as sea-ice melting

does not lead to any surface elevation. Consequently, –wS

damps the effect of E-P-R by more than 85% in both

scenarios. The sea-ice changes are positive and play an

important role in the surface salinity forcing in both sce-

narios, as since the net freshwater forcing is positive.

Following the difference in the latent heat flux, evapo-

ration anomaly is positive for NIS2 and negative for WIS2.

In NIS2, the terms -P and -R show a small decrease for the

global freshwater balance, associated with an intensifica-

tion of only 7% in the hydrological cycle (global precipi-

tation rate) after 500 years, which is of the same order in

both scenarios (not shown). The difference between NIS2

and WIS2 in terms of glacial melting forcing appears in the

term -R. The magnitude of this term is 2.6 time more

important than the sum of negative values of E and -P in

WIS2. Although it seems logical that sea-ice melting will

increase in a warmer climate, during the transient response,

and will decrease salinity at the convection sites, the effect

of sea-ice melting is positive in both simulation and has a

large magnitude. This effect is further investigated in the

following through sea-ice dynamics analysis.

The sea-ice contribution to density in the convection

sites results from a direct local effect and sea-ice transport

mostly through the Fram Strait (Fig. 8a). The local effect is

melting in summer, and brine rejection in winter. A balance

of these two freshwater terms expressed in Sv (Fig. 8b)

shows that in CTRL the local contribution is negative by

–0.06 Sv, illustrating that the convection sites are domi-

nated by brine rejection. However, the total contribution
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Fig. 7 Magnitude of the different terms contributing to density

surface forcing anomaly between scenarios and CTRL simulation,

expressed in density units (kg/m3) and integrated over 500 years. a
For surface temperature forcing, it is decomposed in latent heat flux

(Latent), sensible heat flux (Sensible), long wave flux (LW), short

wave flux (SW), free surface adjustment (–wT) and the total of these

five terms is given in the last column. In black is the difference WIS2-

CTRL, and in light grey the difference NIS2-CTRL. b For salinity

surface forcing, it is decomposed in ice melting contribution (Sea-

Ice), evaporation contribution (E), precipitation contribution (-P),

runoff contribution (-R) and free surface adjustment (–wS). Note the

different vertical scale for a and b
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due to sea-ice melting is +0.1 Sv, due to the +0.16 Sv

import of sea-ice through the Fram Strait. In the two

experiments, the negative sea-ice melting anomaly in the

convection sites (–0.06 Sv in NIS2, –0.04 Sv in WIS2,

Fig. 8c) results from a diminution of the Fram Strait

transport (–0.1 Sv in NIS2, –0.07 Sv in WIS2). This effect

is only partially balanced by a reduction in the direct sea-

ice brine rejection (+0.04 Sv in NIS2, +0.03 Sv in WIS2)

due to a decline in the sea-ice cover. Thus, the positive

anomaly D qflux
S in Fig. 6 is mostly associated with a

decrease in sea-ice export through the Fram Strait.

4.3 Tracer transport changes

We now focus on the thermal and haline transport changes

after 500 years in both scenarios. We consider the northern

and southern borders of the box which dominate the

advection balance (advection from the Baltic Sea and

Hudson Bay represents less than 1% for the balance and is

thus negligible). To isolate the effect of circulation changes

from the effect of changes in the tracer fields, we use the

following decomposition: Q = D Q + Qctrl where D Q
represents the tracer anomaly compared to CTRL, and Qctrl

is the tracer value of CTRL, and similarly for the meridi-

onal northward velocity: V = DV + Vctrl. This results in the

following decomposition for the tracer transport:

DqH
transport ¼ �DðVHÞ ¼ �VctrlDH� DVHctrl � DVDH

ð5Þ

As above, all terms are averaged over depth along the

boundaries of the convection sites and are expressed in

density unit through scaling by thermal (a) or haline (b)

expansion. The total anomaly of the tracer transport Q in

reference to CTRL is –D (VQ) = D qtransport
Q . Anomalies are

equal to either D qtransport
S or D qtransport

T if Q is the salinity or

the temperature, respectively. The transport of tracer

anomalies is –Vctrl D Q. The transport of the tracer field due

to the anomaly in meridional velocity is –DV Qctrl. The non

linear transport is –DV D Q.

All terms for temperature and salinity are shown in

Fig. 9. In NIS2, the sum of all contributions reduces den-

sity at the convection sites. However, the dominant term in

magnitude is –VctrlDS (which is positive) and is associated

with a change in the salinity field and not a change in

circulation. The terms –DV Tctrl and –DV DT are also po-

sitive but have smaller magnitudes. All the other terms are

negative and result in a negative total balance. In WIS2, the

total balance is positive and mostly associated with the

transport of heat by the circulation anomaly (–DV Tctrl) and

the transport of the salinity anomalies (–Vctrl DS). They are

damped by the negative term –DV Sctrl. While the magni-

tude of the transport terms are stronger in WIS2 than in

NIS2, we note that the term –VctrlDS has nearly the same

amplitude for both experiments. This term represents the

transport of salinity anomalies from remote areas as this is

mostly related to gyre transport (not shown), it is thus only

slightly affected by AMOC changes. The values of the

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 8 a Ice transport in the Arctic as simulated in CTRL, b Total

sea-ice melting in the convection sites and its two components: local

sea-ice melting and transported sea-ice melting, for CTRL (white),

WIS2 (black) and NIS2 (grey). c Sea-ice cover averaged over

30 years at the end of the simulation. The black line represents CTRL,

the dark grey (red) line WIS2 and the light grey (green) line NIS2
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contribution to the density balance at the convection sites

are summarized in Table 1 for NIS2 experiment and in

Table 2 for WIS2 experiment.

4.4 Transport of salinity anomaly: origin and timing

Since the transport of salinity anomalies (–VctrlDS) appears

as an important recovery mechanism in our two simula-

tions, its origins are of interest. In both scenarios the

temperature increases and is associated with a 7% increase

in global evaporation after 500 years. The latitudinal sec-

tion of salinity anomalies in NIS2 compared to CTRL is

shown in Fig. 10a and illustrates a positive salinity

anomaly between 40�S and 40�N. Poleward of 40�N, the

positive anomalies of salinity are located in subsurface,

while surface water salinity are dominated by local fresh-

ening due to the increase in freshwater forcing.

Figure 10b describes how these surface anomalies

evolves with latitude as a function of time. Salinity

anomalies, originating from low latitudes, develop and

reach the latitude of the convection sites (50�N) after

100 years in NIS2 experiment. This delay is comparable to

the lag observed for the AMOC recovery in this experi-

ment, and might explain it. This suggests that the AMOC

firstly weakens because of the direct warming at high lat-

itudes. This effect is damped by the decrease of sea-ice

transport through Fram Strait, with a short lag (not shown).

The AMOC then slowly recovers after 100 years due to the

northward advection of salinity anomalies.

Figure 11 shows the atmospheric moisture transport for

CTRL and difference with NIS2. We note that in CTRL the

Atlantic basin mostly exports moisture towards the Pacific

at the equatorial latitude (Fig. 11a). This explains why the

E-P-R budget over the Atlantic is positive in CTRL. The

origin of the increase in the E-P-R balance in NIS2 is

related to changes in moisture transport. The export of

freshwater from the Atlantic increases, due to an increase

in the Atlantic-Pacific transfer at the equator, as well as an

increase in the transport to the Antarctic basin (Fig. 11b).

The exchange of moisture between the Atlantic and the

Pacific via atmospheric circulation increases, but is not

related to a ‘‘permanent’’ El Nino (Guilyardi 2006), con-

trary to the Latif et al. (2000) mechanism.

The balance of freshwater forcing over the entire Atlantic

varies in the experiments. It is –0.26 Sv in CTRL and in-

creases up to –0.39 Sv after 500 years in NIS2. In WIS2, the

balance remains of –0.26 Sv as in CTRL. Overall, this result

Table 1 Summary of the magnitude in kg/m3 of the different terms that compose the density balance in the convection sites for the experiments

NIS2-CTRL

Salinity: b DS = 0.39

Surface forcing = 0.84 Salinity transport = –0.50 Other terms

Ice E -P -R –wS –DV Sctrl –Vctrl DS –DV DS

0.77 0.16 –0.24 –0.02 0.17 –1.02 1.60 –1.08 0.05

Temperature: a DT = –0.36

Surface forcing = –0.88 Temperature transport = 0.31 Other terms

Lat Sens LW SW –wT –DV Tctrl –Vctrl DT –DV DT

0.66 –0.58 0.92 –1.80 –0.08 0.48 –0.52 0.35 0.21

The decomposition follows Eqs. 3 and 5. The terms Ice, E, -P, -R, –wS correspond to the surface density forcing associated to sea-ice,

evaporation, precipitation, runoff, and free surface adjustment effect on salinity respectively, following notation of Eq. 4, and integrated over the

surface and in time. The terms Lat, Sens, LW, SW, –wT correspond to the surface density forcing associated to latent, sensible long wave, short

wave and free surface adjustment effect on temperature respectively. The different terms of salinity transport follow notation of Eq. 5
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Fig. 9 Decomposition of the salinity and temperature transport into

anomaly of transport (DV Sctrl and DV Tctrl), transport of tracer

anomaly (Vctrl DS and Vctrl DT) and non linear terms (DV DS and DV
DT). The last column gives the total effect of these transport terms on

the density of the convection sites. S and T stand for the salinity and

temperature related columns, respectively, separated by a dotted line
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illustrates the fact that under an identical global freshwater

forcing of the whole Atlantic (CTRL and WIS2), the AMOC

can exhibit different behavior (Gregory et al. 2003). Thus

the AMOC is most sensitive to the freshwater balance

around its convection sites (Rahmstorf 1996).

5 AMOC feedbacks

The difference in the density budget between WIS2 and

NIS2 at the convection sites allows us to examine the

significance of the potential feedbacks (transport, surface

fluxes, ...) of the AMOC system.

a)

b)

Fig. 10 Zonal mean difference between NIS2 and CTRL of Atlantic

salinity plotted as a function of latitude and a depth, averaged over

years 470 to 500, and b time averaged over the top 500 m. The

contour interval is 0.2 PSU

Table 2 Same as Table 1 but for WIS2-CTRL

Salinity: b DS = –0.16

Surface forcing = 0.56 Salinity transport = –0.89 Other terms

Ice E -P -R –wS –DV Sctrl –Vctrl DS –DV DS

0.64 –0.16 –0.12 –0.74 0.94 –3.46 1.78 0.79 0.17

Temperature: a DT = –0.16

Surface forcing = –3.33 Temperature transport = 3.12 Other terms

Lat Sens LW SW –wT –DV Tctrl –Vctrl DT –DV DT

–0.67 –1.26 0.25 –1.58 –0.07 3.64 –1.39 0.87 0.05

The land-ice melting is included in the term -R

a)

b)

Fig. 11 Moisture transport in kg/m2 s averaged over years 470 to

500, a CTRL, b difference between NIS2 and CTRL
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5.1 Feedback factor definition

The exact evaluation of a particular feedback requires a

specific sensitivity experiment where the analyzed feed-

back loop is the only component that can vary in the system

(the other components being kept equal). This type of

analysis requires a large amount of computer resources for

a CGCM. Here we utilize our two scenarios with different

AMOC intensity. We consider that the input perturbation

of the AMOC system is associated to the freshwater input

due to Greenland melting, and the output is the density

difference between WIS2 and NIS2 at the sites of con-

vection (Dq = –0.36 kg/m3). In the following, we only

consider WIS2 and NIS2 and D now refers to the difference

between them. The input to the AMOC system is the

effective density anomaly D q0 at the convection sites. D q0

is associated with land-ice melting and is adjusted by the

dynamical free surface. We neglect the feedback effect in

E-P-R balance between the scenarios since they are small

(cf. Sect. 2). Thus, we define Dq0 ¼ DðE-P-R� wsÞS ¼
�0:14 kg=m3: Following Eq. 3 we can write:

Dq
Dq0

¼ 1

1�
X

n

Dqn

Dq

ð6Þ

where n represents the term considered, related to salinity

transport for example. This form is a classic definition of

feedbacks used in electronics and in climate science from

the pioneering work of Hansen (1984). If we define kn = D
qn/D q, kn represents the feedback factor of the system. If

kn is positive (negative), the feedback considered is posi-

tive (negative).

5.2 Feedback factor quantification

The feedback factors (kn) estimated for the different pro-

cesses considered in this study are presented in Table 3.

Following Eq. 6, we first note that the dynamical gain D q/

D q0 of the system is equal to 2.5, which is higher than 1.

This means that the AMOC system tends to amplify the

initial density anomaly. This is due to the positive feedback

factor kS related to salinity (which is higher than the

negative feedback factor kT related to temperature, Ta-

ble 3). In the following, we decompose these two feedback

factors following the methodology developed in Sect. 1.

The feedback factor associated with salinity transport

(kST) dominates the other salinity factors. It is the sum of

the feedback factors associated with the anomaly in

velocity transport (kDVSctrl
), the non linear salinity transport

(kDV DS) and the transport of salinity anomalies (kVctrlDS).

The last two terms are negative while the first one is po-

sitive and explains why kST is positive too. Thus, if the

feedback associated to salinity is positive, it is mostly be-

cause of the salinity transport strength, which is associated

with changes in velocity. Stommel (1961) first discussed

this feedback as being very important for the AMOC

dynamics. He described it as follows: a weakening of the

AMOC weakens the meridional ocean velocity, which

weakens the salinity transport from the tropics toward the

convection sites, which further weakens the AMOC.

Table 3 also confirms the existence of a weak positive

feedback associated with sea-ice melting, described by

Yang and Neelin (1993): when the AMOC increases, the

atmospheric temperature of the Northern Hemisphere in-

creases and melts the Arctic sea-ice, thus reducing the

import of sea-ice at the convection sites through the Fram

Strait. This increases the salinity in the convection sites,

and enhances the AMOC.

The feedback factor associated with the heat transport

(kHT) dominates the feedback factor associated with tem-

perature (kT). The heat transport feedback is negative be-

cause of the anomaly in velocity transport (kDVTctrl
), as the

other heat transport terms are smaller. This classical heat

transport negative feedback was already described by

Stommel (1961): a weakening of the AMOC weakens the

meridional ocean velocity, which weakens the heat trans-

port from the tropics toward the convection sites, leading to

a cooling. This tends to assist AMOC recovery. Our

analysis shows that this heat transport feedback (kHT) is

damped by the strong positive feedback factor (kSHF)

associated with the surface heat flux. It is explained as

follows: an increase in the AMOC increases the surface

temperature at the convection sites, thereby increases the

heat flux cooling by the atmosphere. This tends to reduce

Table 3 Feedback factor decomposition

Salinity: kS = 1.13 Temperature: kT = –0.53

Freshwater Transport: kST = 1.09 Other Heat Flux Transport: kHT = –7.80 Other

kSSF = kIce kDVSctrl
kVctrlDS kDV DS kOTS kSHF kDVTctrl

kVctrlDT kDV DT kOTT

0.37 6.78 –0.49 –5.20 –0.33 6.81 –8.78 2.42 –1.44 0.46

Each term is calculated as kn ¼ Dqn=Dq where D qn represents the term from the decomposition of Tables 1 and 2, and D refers now to the

difference between the two scenarios WIS2-NIS2. Note that the feedback factor related to surface freshwater fluxes (kSSF) is equal in this analysis

to sea-ice’s one (kIce)
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the temperature at the convection sites, which enhances the

AMOC. This feedback is only found in a coupled system,

and will be absent in ocean only models. The feedback

factor kT is consequently small compared to kS, because

two opposing factors associated with heat transport and

heat flux compensate for each other. Thus it is the salinity

positive feedback that explains the high sensitivity of the

AMOC system.

6 Discussion and conclusions

In this study we have extended the experiments of

Swingedouw et al. (2006) analyzing the impact of land-ice

melting on the AMOC under global warming condition.

From coupled ocean–atmosphere experiments in which the

atmospheric concentration in CO2 is increased during

70 years and stabilized at 2·CO2 for 430 years, we have

shown that the AMOC response to global warming in the

IPSL-CM4 coupled model is very sensitive to the

assumption made about the fate of the meltwater from

Greenland. In this model, the parameterized melting of

glaciers and ice-sheets results in a strong weakening in the

AMOC. The AMOC recovers in two centuries if this

melting is not included in the surface water flux. We stress

the importance of the melting of Greenland’s glaciers on

the AMOC, over multi-century time scales. Thus, we argue

that land-ice models need to be improved and incorporated

into CGCMs.

In the perturbed simulations, surface forcing changes are

global and affect the thermal as well as the haline forcing

distribution. Thus, a careful analysis is necessary in order

to understand which processes are of importance in

explaining changes in the AMOC. A methodology, based

on the high correlation between AMOC variations and

potential density changes averaged over the North Atlantic

convection sites, was developed to evaluate the relative

contribution of the different forcing terms on the AMOC.

We considered the role of temperature and salinity and how

these tracers are affected by changes in surface flux and

transport. The values of the different terms integrated over

500 years are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. All terms are

of importance in understanding the density balance. It is

therefore the difference in magnitude between them that

results in a positive and negative balance, in WIS2-CTRL

and NIS2-CTRL, respectively. In NIS2, without glacier

melting, the leading recovery term (+32%) is the transport

of salinity anomalies (–Vctrl DS) from the tropics, which is

associated to an increase in the Atlantic-Pacific and Ant-

arctic atmospheric export of moisture. Thus, the Atlantic

basin becomes more evaporative than in the CTRL simu-

lation. The northward gyre transport of saline water in-

creases salinity at the convection sites and allows the

AMOC to recover. The role played by the northward

advection of salinity anomalies was noted by Latif et al.

(2000) in scenario simulations. That said, Latif et al. re-

lated salinity anomalies to a permanent El-Nino in their

model, this is not the case here.

The anomalies in sea-ice melting (Ice in Table 1) is

another major contributor (+15%) to AMOC recovery. A

decrease of sea-ice transport in the convection sites, asso-

ciated with sea-ice cover reduction in the Arctic, explain

this modification in sea-ice forcing. The major processes at

the origin of the weakening of the AMOC during NIS2 is

the short wave heat flux change (–30%). Two other

important terms are the non linear transport of salinity

(–DV DS, –18%) and the anomalous transport of salinity

(–DV Sctrl, –17%). The recovery mechanisms proposed here

combine various processes, several of which have been

hypothesized in previous studies. Here we clarify the

magnitude of each of them in the IPSL-CM4.

The balance in WIS2 is affected by several feedbacks

and, in order to isolate them, we adapted the notion of

climate sensitivity to the AMOC system. This allowed us to

quantify the feedback factors of different processes, thus

clarifying the existence and magnitude of AMOC coupled

feedbacks via a comparison of WIS2 and NIS2 (Table 3).

In agreement with Stommel (1961), the main feedbacks are

related to salinity transport, which is a positive feedback,

and heat transport, which is a negative feedback. Moreover,

we have also shown the importance of two other feedbacks:

• The ocean–atmosphere heat flux counteracts the neg-

ative heat transport feedback and appears to be the

second strongest positive feedback, after the feedback

kDVSctrl
associated with the transport of salinity by the

anomalous velocity field.

• The relative cooling in northern high latitudes, due to a

reduction in the AMOC, leads to an increase of sea-ice

amount in the Arctic, which increases sea-ice export

towards the convection sites, and weakens the AMOC.

This mechanism dominates the local brine rejection at

the convection sites due to surface cooling. Thus, the

global feedback related to interaction between AMOC

and sea-ice is a positive feedback, but of second order

magnitude.

We show that the sum of all these feedbacks is positive.

This is due to the dominance of positive feedbacks, notably

the heat flux feedback that strongly attenuates the damping

effect of the heat transport feedback. The resulting feed-

back factor shows that the perturbation of the AMOC by

land-ice melting is amplified by a factor 2.5.

This study established that the integrated effect of the

land-ice melting should be incorporated in CGCM in order

to take account of their effect on future climate. In this

study, the amount of freshwater (due to Greenland melting)
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brings a stabilized input of 0.13 Sv after 200 years. The

present experiments can be considered as sensitivity

experiments, showing that for IPSL-CM4, under global

warming conditions, a difference of 0.13 Sv can cause the

AMOC to shutdown. Rahmstorf et al. (2005) have recently

shown with an inter-comparison study of intermediate

complexity models that the hysteresis loop of the AMOC

against freshwater forcing is around 0.2 Sv. Consequently

the AMOC in WIS2 will not necessarily recover after the

end of the Greenland melting. This possibility of non-linear

behavior should be further investigated.

These results can be affected by biases in the IPSL-CM4

model. For instance, the weakness of the AMOC in CTRL

may limit the strength of transport feedbacks. The model-

ing of land-ice melting can also be improved, thanks to the

coupling with an ice-sheet model for instance. Further

studies with other models would also help to better con-

strain the impact of land-ice melting on the AMOC on

multi-century scale. The lack of direct observations of the

AMOC and of land-ice melting remains an issue to validate

CGCMs. The ongoing effort has to be pursued in order to

provide reliable projections about possible changes of the

AMOC. Applying the methodology we developed here to

multi-model ensemble like the ‘‘water hosing’’ experi-

ments (Stouffer et al. 2006) will be of great interest to

analyze feedback differences between models.
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